Introduction
The Exponential growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) makes it so unpredictable that even the expert 1 DOM: Document Object Model 2 FLASH: Abode Flash Player 3 AJAX: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML can not foresee its future. WWW gives people so much freedom and equality that we never have before. People can use the WWW to express and share their ideas in tremendous ways. A decade ago, we can only use simple HTML code to create Web pages as a notice board (no feedback, no interactive communication). People at that time were surprised by the hyper links that direct them from one page to another. A few years later, when CSS 4 , JSP, DHTML 5 or even XHTML 6 appear; Web pages are becoming more attractive and interactive. The Web began to enter people"s daily lives and companies are all trying to make business on the Internet. The Web technology at the moment can already change a website or a web application into desktop software. Better usability proves that they are no longer a bullet board any more. Nowadays Web page may embed many other components like Windows media player, Realone player, Quicktime or Flash for audio and video in the page. A new technology called AJAX [1] is gaining more attention as it can only refresh part of the Web page. Some examples of Web software are: Google Spreadsheet which tries to take over Excel and eBuddy.com for you to login MSN or Yahoo in a page and start to chat with your friend on the Web.
Though this brings much convenience to normal people, they give scientists a big headache to study the ever changing Web languages and new technologies. Web characterization is trying to catch these changes in the Web and obviously parsing the source code of HTML, Javascript or Flash is not enough. The new design pattern like Model, View, Controller and Object Oriented Programming have been introduced to website project, which make the situation for traditional text-based method worse.
Therefore we need to find a new way to solve the problem, one solution is to take the overall Web pages as images and analyze them as images. It is very nature 4 7 , del.icio.us 8 and other search engine websites. These websites will provide a little snapshot of the page when you put the mouse on the URL link. Users can preview the page and decide they want to go forward or not.
The ordering of the following sections: first we will introduce the present situation of Web characterization methods. Then we will carefully bring in the whole procedure of the project including flow chart and different branch components. Thirdly, the experiment and the result will be shown. The discussion and conclusion will be the last section.
Related Work
Web sampling is an important part of Web characterization as well as search engine study. It uses Web crawlers to gather information on the Internet both for link analysis and content analysis. Enormous theories and algorithms have been developed and there are plenty more innovative methods coming out, many of which are based on or improved from the following approaches.
Sampling by random walks
This approach means to sample the Web randomly [12] . The program will start from a given page and redirect to out-link randomly. This type of sampling is biased towards pages with high connectivity, as they are more likely to be reachable by a random walk. A technique for countering that bias is due to Henzinger et al. [5] . The bias induced by a random walk like this on a Web graph has also been studied by Boldi et al. [6] .
Vertical sampling
This method involves delimiting previously a set of Web pages to be crawled, and then studying the obtained samples. This delimitation is typically done by considering a restriction on the domain name of the hosts crawled. This can be done either by considering only a large first-level do-main (such as brown.edu [7] , nd.edu [8] , etc.), or by taking the web domain of a country [9, 10, 11] , this is the set of pages under a common country-code top-level domain.
Characterizing the Web Using Sampling Methods

The New Approach
One common feature in the above methods is that they all sample the HTML source code, DOM structure, resource like image in the page or hyper links as data. None of them really simulates from a real person"s perspective. People can immediately tell whether a page belongs to a search engine website or a portal website even if they do not see the text clearly. The novelty of this research is to simulate this procedure and take the whole Web page as an image.
Project Description
The following will describe the main procedure of the project and some critical steps.
Whole Process
The whole process of this project can be divided into six parts. See Graph 1 below: Random 
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Graph 1: whole process 1) Random IP Detection -uniform random IP address detection and record real web server IP addresses 2) Info and Pageprint -HTML source code download, Web page content extraction and takes snapshots for Web pages 3) Feature Table Generation --feature table  generation 
Random IP Detection
The graph below shows the general steps of the Random IP Detection section. . . .
1.1
Graph 2: Random IP Detection "DURRIP" stands for Detection of Uniform Random IP address. It will generate N random IP addresses and detect the status of the IP address. All the DURRIP_X files in the dashed rectangle are examples that are generated by the DURRIP function. The Red, Green and Blue circle means this program can run in parallel at the same time. In the real implementation, there are more than 10 DURRIP functions running in parallel.
The basic procedures of the DURRIP function are as follow: 1) initial country information (country index, country name, country abbreviation)
2) get a random IP address 3) check if it is assigned to a country 4) if it is allocated to a country, detect it 5) continue from step 2 6) save the result to a DURRIP_X file Before the detect function (step 4), first the IP address will be checked whether it belongs to a country or not (step 3). If it is not, then there is no country index and country name for it and the detected result will be marked "not in a country". The process will not go to detect function but continues with the next IP address.
Content Based Web Sampling
Yini Bao, E.M. Bakker The return from step 4 could be any HTML status code, like 2xx, which means successful (200 OK), 3xx means redirection (302 Found), 4xx means client error (401 Unauthorized), 5xx means server error (501 Not Implemented).
The DURRIP_X files then are extracted by GenURLlist function for all the successful IP addresses to the URLlist file. In other way is to use the GenIPv4 function to hash all the IP addresses that have a country index into Country Detail Table, Server256 file and  Country256 file. The Country Detail Table shows how many IP addresses are web servers, normal addresses or error addresses in each country. This is useful for the visualization section. Server256 file shows the web server number in the /8 CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) distribution. Country256 shows the country number in the /8 CIDR distribution.
Info and Pageprint Process
The main process starts from the first URL list file which will be loaded together with the profile, the URL record file (including all URLs that have been processed before and the failure URL list). 
Page Download & Info Extract branch
Page Download & Info Extract branch includes two steps. The first step in the big dashed rectangle is an iteration that download HTML file and generate Info file. The second step is in the small dashed rectangle which can be separated into four sub-processes: Generate Next URL list, create signal file, create log file, append the present URL to URL record.
The program will first load the URL record files into global arrays. This is used for URL redundancy checking in later process. The program will also load the parameters from "Profile" file to decide whether to load URL record, whether to Generate Next URL list and so on. The first URL list is given to the program as a start point. Usually the first URL list will be checked to find any redundant URLs inside the list or in the global arrays. Redundant URLs will be removed and the first URL list will be rewritten. 
Graph 5: Info Process
Page Download & Info Extraction
In the iteration among the three yellow balls, the tasks can be list in the following: 1) First read a URL from a line from the First URL list file and put it into a buffer.
2) Verify and correct the URL by trimming and checking the scheme, path, query of the URL. If the URL is an IP address, the program will mark it and treat it in a special way.
3) A socket will be created based on the URL. If it succeeds then bind the resource to a stream. The next step is to read the content from the stream and save it to a HTML file.
4) Both at socket opening phase and stream downloading phase, a timeout function is used. The socket opening timeout function is used for detecting the delay in creating socket phase. Another timeout function is used during the streaming process.
5) The parser will explode the HTML code into different nodes with attributes. For example, "<a href="http://www.example.com">link</a>" will be parsed and get node "a" with the attribute: "href", whose content is "http://www.example.com".
6) The HTML code will be split into many pieces and the program picks the important tags. These tags includes page title, page meta, internal/external link number, table number, image number and attributes and so on. Besides that, URL, HTML length, loading time and the country index will also be added to the info file. 7) After the iteration, four files will be created. A log file will be generated indicating the URLs that have been downloaded, the identification of the URL and the status of the download (success or error).
8) A signal file with no contents will be created to tell the Pageprint branch to start.
9) An URLSink file will record all the URL links that are extracted from the previous crawling. These URL links are external links of the Web pages.
10) The processed URLs will be appended to the URL record files. The successful one will be appended to the URL list_all file. The error URL will be appended to URL failure file with page ID and URL.
11) Last but not least, the new URL list file will be created by the GNUL 9 program. GNUL will randomly pick the same amount of URLs from the link sink as the previous URL list file. The URLs that picked require being unique.
12) The iteration ends when it reaches the end of the URL list file and starts again from the new URL list file.
URL redundancy reduction
One big issue here is the URL redundancy. The goal of the program is to get as much Web pages in different Websites as possible. However, internal links from a Web page are direct to the website"s other pages, not to other Websites. Recursive URL link may happen in this situation and it needs to be jumping out of this big circle. So it is not only the duty of GNUL; it also includes other parts of the program. In Graph 4, there will be four main parts of the program to prevent the redundant URL. 9 
GNUL speed and boundary
As the GNUL process may require a lot time to retrieve and compare data in many arrays, the speed is an important issue. Let us first take a look at the steps in the GNUL process. Step A will load the URL Sink Array from the Info and Pageprint Extraction branch and get the desired number of URL (Required Number) to generate. If the RQNum is bigger than the real size of the URL Sink, then the parameter will be reset to the small one.
In step B, a new random number (RedNum) will be checked if it appears before. If it appears before then get the next random number and starts again. If it does not appear before, all the numbers in the array need to be checked if they have been taken (Check Boundary), if it is true, go to step C. Otherwise go on with check Sink step. Check Sink step will find whether the URL with the random number as its index in the URL Sink exists or not. Besides that, URL also needs to be a good URL.
Only a good URL is not enough, Check UHL2 and UH/IP are used to check the redundancy of the URLs. These two sub steps will make sure that the URL is not the same as any of the previous URLs.
Finally in step C all the successful URLs are saved and written into a new URL list file. 2) A checkrobots function in billy_htmlparser.inc file to check the HTML meta tags for robots. This function will match the meta tags in HTML with attribute is name and the value is robots, also the attribute is content and the value is noindex or nofollow.
Robots Exclusion
Pageprint Process
Below is the basic Pageprint process graph. The iteration will be introduced first, then the pageprint_PHP function, lastly the three subsequent functions. 
The iteration
The iteration will check every possible URL pages by three steps: 1) Check InfoStart function will detect the signal file generated from Download and Info Extraction branch. The function will wait for no more than a thousand seconds.
2) Check Next URL file function is used to detect whether when to take the snapshot for a URL.
3) The Exe URL function will get the real URL from the info file and pass the URL to a function: pageprint_PHP.
Pageprint_PHP function
In pageprint_PHP function, it will detect which Pageprint-bin is free. When it finds a free Pageprint-bin, then set the Xvfb channel and screen number with the free real Pageprint-bin program. A clear graph is shown below. The main structure can be seen from above and the description is the following: 1) Read the URL as input and save it to a buffer.
2) Initialize the GTK environment, X server, Mozilla browser.
3) Open the URL link in the Mozilla browser.
4) Set the timeout function to detect the loading status Yini Bao, E.M. Bakker 5) Waiting for the call back message. If the loading takes too much time then stop loading and go to the next step. 6) Take a snapshot from the browser content and generate the JPEG file.
7) Write the whole process into a log file
Finally an image file and a log file will be generated if the process is successful.
Three subsequent functions
After the iteration, three subsequent functions will be called:
1. Check pageprint-bin status function is used to find out if there is still some Pageprint-bin are running 2. If there is no Pageprint-bin running and no download and info extraction branch running, write result to report function will write the result of the whole program like successful URL numbers, failed numbers, total number, the running time, average running time for 1000 URL to a report file.
3. Lastly, Kill the Xvfb function is used to kill all the Xvfb process that have been created at the beginning of the program.
Parallel running
Many tests have shown that parallel Pageprint program within same channel will result in overlapping in images. The image will become a combination of small fragments. However, the program can run perfectly if they are assigned to different channels. This method largely increases the speed of the processing time.
Because of this new parallel feature, two programs can be run at the same time. The only requirement for this is to set the start number of the Pageprint bin file. If the previous program"s start Pageprint bin number is 0 and the branch number is five, then a new program for setting Pageprint bin 5 will be set as start. In this way two or even more programs spontaneously.
Generate Table process
Generate 
Read Info file
In the middle dashed rectangle (step B), the first "ReadInfoFile" function reads the first line of the pageX.info file with all the feature data and puts them info the result table. The title and Meta of the page are added with double quote to identify them as texts. snapshot Web page. It is believed there will be more methods to study the image in the future. The "ReadPageprintFile" function reads the snapshoot JPEG image and uses OpenCV package to generate histogram for the image. First the function will transfer the RGB image into gray image and calculate the histogram for the gray image. Then it will put down all 256 values of the histogram. Some special value will follow like the maximum value, minimum value, mean value of the histogram and so on. Finally, histogram will be split into 8 parts evenly and the average value of each part is also added. 
Split RGB Block from a Web page
The "SplitRGBBlock" function is very interesting. It split the original image into MxN grids and analyzes them as new images. Each grid will be handled by ReadHistogram function.
3.3
Graph 14: SplitRGBBlock function
ReadHistogram function is like a simple version of ReadPagePrintFile function. It will convert the RGB image into a gray image and calculate the histogram for it. From the histogram it will get the maximum value, maximum index, minimum value, minimum index, mean value, standard deviation and middle point index.
After step A and B, a correct page has 350 feature elements and it will be put as a new line in the feature table. The iteration continues until it reaches the end of the required number.
The number of the features of a page can be extended easily according to image analysis theory. For example, detecting the texture of the page, or the skeleton of the page can be added to the project.
Clustering
Clustering is a way to separate a large set of data into groups. There are many algorithms to cluster a data set, for example, the most basic two methods are hierarchal and partitional. Hierarchal method mainly based on previous clusters and can be subdivided into bottom-up and top-down algorithms. Partitional method does not base on previous clusters and on the contrary it decides the clustering once. K-means method is a typical partitional method which will be used in this program.
Feature Table   Cluster  Program  Category Table   4 Graph 15: Clustering Process
The input is a feature table generated from section 3.4 and the output is a category table. The category table is a combination of all the features and the cluster information. The critical part is the Cluster program, there are already many matured software such as SPSS, Matlab, WEKA or R. The implementation uses SPSS. It has hierarchal analysis; k-means analysis and it own two-step clustering analysis methods. More details about the cluster procedure can be found in experiment section. Another process is to separate the image data into different folders with each category a folder. This is useful to check the image in different category to find out the common characteristic or to see if they are consist with the expectation. If the raw image data is too much, the function allows user to pick a fixed number of image, or a percentage of all the data.
Analysis process
Other process is also possible. For example, one can analyze the importance of each feature when clustering the data. Or one can do some data mining experiment like finding out the relation among them and the hidden clue inside.
Visualization
There are many ways to visualization the analysis result. Generally the analysis result can be visualized with geographical distribution (with country index) or multi dimension distribution (with cluster index).
The Google Map Implementation
Google Map process uses Google Map API to make geographical distribution for the Analysis Process. The Google Maps API can be used to embed Google Map widgets into Web pages.
In order to use the Google Map API, we need to have a HTML file, some icons and preferably some KML files. KML is a XML file used to display geographic data in an Earth browser, such as Google Earth, Google Maps, and Google Maps for mobile. The Icons are generated by using OpenCV libraries (open source computer vision library originally developed by Intel). GMap program can automatically create these three requirements from the source table.
GMap
The graph shown below demonstrates the basic procedures for GMap program. Three blue blocks on the left are the source tables: CDT: Country Detail Table; FT: Feature Table; CT: Cluster Table. In the middle, there are three functions (GIPv4, GFT, and GCT) which take the three tables on the left as input. GIPv4 means Generate Web page from Country Detail First iteration will read the Country Detail Table and find out the maximum value. It will load the tag name for file naming; URL for the real web server"s URL. Then generate icon part will execute the Icon-bin and generate icons for each country.
After the program loads the CNLatLng.dat file as country location array, it will generate KML file.
The final thing is to generate the HTML page. Inside the HTML template, there will be some part that needs to be replaced dynamically. The most difficult one is to create a sort able country list table on the left. The list can be clicked to show the info window for each country on the Google map.
Generate Web page from Feature Table
The GFT function has four sub functions in it. 1. GenfromIPTable_SingleFeature (GSF), which means generating Web page from Feature CountrySample (CS array) will record the field value, page id and it"s URL as a small array indexing by the country id. A country may contain many CS arrays.
In the second iteration, average field value of a country will be calculated first. The FindSample function is used to find the closest sample of the field value in a country array. For example, if the field value is 1003, and there is some items" values are 999, 1002, 1006. Then the FindSample function will first calculate the delta value between real value and the average value, so the delta value for the example above are 4, 1, 3. By sorting these delta values, can find which are closest to the average value. The first four values are selected.
Generate Block function
GB function use IP2GMapArrB function to get the CI array. As an important input to the IP2GMapArrB function, the block info is necessary to specify before. The block info means the block indexes that you want to detect whether they are white or not. The block index looks like this: These blocks will map to a Web page and if you specify the block info like this: A (1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,1) , then the block you are going to detect is the following, the same goes for: B(0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1):and C (1,1,1,1,0,0,1 As the percentage of blank block page is very small, in the second iteration, the CI Array[Cind] [4] will be the average value multiple by 10000.
Generate Image and Text Detection function
GIT function use IP2GMapArrIT function to get Country Info array. Compare with 6.2.1, IP2GMapArrIT function will create automatically hist8_0 till hist8_7 as feature names. The image and text detection index is: S1+S2+S3+S4+S5+S6.
Gen from IPTable Array function
After three functions (GSF, GB, and GIT) get the Country Info array, the next function they need to use is GenfromIPTableArr_SingleFeature (Garr). This is a very important function that generates the real Web page suite. In the graph above, the Garr function read Country Info array and save every item to output Array. All the images that have been picked up for sampling will be saved to a sample array. The maximum of the value will be used for the Icon generator. The second step is to set the Color Value (CV), which will be used to generate different style of icons and different KML files. According to the color value and maximum value, IconGenerator will create icons for each country. Copy image step is to copy all the items in the sample array from the IP test source folder. Create thumbnail will generate thumbnail images for the copy image. The last two are similar to 3.6.1.
Generate All Features function
The GenfromIPTable_ALLFeature function is similar to the combination of IP2GMapArr and GenfromIPTableArr. The program will first find all the features in the Feature Graph 24: GCT function
ClusterTable to GMap Table Array
In this graph, the program will search for Cluster index (Cluind) and Country index (Cind) first. Later in the iteration that read each item from Cluster 
GenfromGMapClusterTableWithSize
The program will calculate the number of cluster (N) and divide the hue space evenly and assign to each cluster with a color. See Graph below. Graph 26: GenfromGMapClusterTableWithSize
In the generate icon part, there will be 2 iterations, the first iteration track the cluster number and the second iteration track the country index (M). The generate KML step has the same situation and will generate NxM KML files. The last part will create HTML file that coordinate with a Javascript code. This code can dynamically shows the country list of certain cluster when user click them.
Randomness Experiment
In this experiment the random function will use the mt_rand function in PHP. Mt_rand means Mersenne Twister rand function, which is also called Mersenne twister GFSR (generalized feedback shift registers).
As there is no truly random generator (if you put the same seed into the generator; it will come out the same output value). The randomize of this experiment needs to be verified and if the mt_rand function fulfilling the needs. 100 iterations are taken to test the randomness, in each round; mt_rand function is called 10,000 times for a random number between 0 and 255.
Result of randomness experiment
Then these numbers are hashed into a 256 array. So the ideal number for each variable in the array should be 10,000/256 = 39.0625. In this way, a curve with xaxis for 0 till 255 and y-axis for number to describe iteration can be created as below: Graph 27: randomness experiment Combining all 100 curves for 100 iteration test together, the statistic becomes the following two graphs. Totally there are 256 categories and each category have 100 data. The boxplot show the mean, maximum, minimum and the standard deviation.
Conclusion
The result seems quite good, as you can see from the mean value is very close to 390 and the standard deviation is quite reasonable.
Random IP Detection Experiments
In this experiment section two experiments will be shown for uniform random IP detection.
First random IP detection Experiment
In the first experiment, 1,248,200 uniform random IP addresses with 20 DURRIP functions (each detect 62,409 IP addresses) are detected at the same time. The total time cost is 6.07 hours and on average 1000 data cost 5.84 minutes for single DURRIP function to detect. See the table below: 
Country detection map to /8 blocks
According to the file ipv4-address-space3-country.dat, the following distribution map is generated. The x axis is the IP /8 blocks range from 0 to 255. The y axis means the number of IP addresses that have been assigned to a country. You can compare this result with the section in IP ADDRESS DISTRIBUTION. They are almost the same although the last part of the graph (from 222 till 255) has opposite results. 
Country distribution
By mapping all the IP addresses that have been assigned to a country to their country index, one can get a comparison among those countries with the number of IP address in them. This information is kept in ipv4-address-space3-countryDetail.dat file. See the top 10 countries as the table below: 
Server detection
According to urllist1 file, within the 857,323 IP addresses that assigned to a country, there are only 2722 IP addresses that are servers, which is only 0.22 percent of total IP address. 
Server detection map to /8 blocks
According to the file ipv4-address-space3-server.dat, w the following distribution map can be generated. The x axis and y axis are similar to 5.1.3 and you can compare this graph with the one in the section IP ADDRESS DISTRIBUTION. They are similar although the peaks are higher than other graph. 
Second random IP detection Experiment
In the second experiment, 10,000,000 random IP addresses with 20 DURRIP functions (each detect 
Results of Second random IP detection Experiment
Country detection
Within these 10,000,000 IP addresses, there are 6,881,935 IP addresses that have been assigned to a country, takes around 68.8% of all. The rest 3,118,065 does not assigned to a country yet (31.2%). 
Country detection map to /8 blocks
You can compare this result with the section in IP ADDRESS DISTRIBUTION. They are almost the same although the last part of the graph (from 222 till 255) has opposite results. 
Country distribution
See the top 10 countries as the table below: 
Server detection
According to urllist1 file, within the 6,881,935 IP addresses that assigned to a country, there are only 22,332 IP addresses that are servers, which is only 0.22 percent of total IP address. 
Server detection map to /8 blocks
They are similar although the peaks are higher than other graph. 
CPU, RAM status
The CPU consumption is 0.1% for each DURRIP thread and the memory cost is less than 0.5% for each.
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Conclusion of random IP detection Experiment
These two experiments have very similar results and the summary is as follow : 1) 
IP Address Distribution Experiment
IPv4 address is a 32-bit number often expressed as 4 octets in "dotted decimal" notation (for example, 192.0.32.67). In IPv4 [10] there are in total 2 to the power of 32 numbers of different IP addresses (4294967296), or 256 number of /8 CIDR blocks (Classless Inter-Domain Routing, each /8 block contains 2 to the power of 24 (16777216) IP addresses). Until now only 70% of them are assigned or allocated and their distribution is complicated.
In the experiment, there are two kinds of database to detect allocated IP addresses. The first detection is based on a country folder with all the country IP blocks information in it. The second way of detection is the previous experiment.
Result of IP Address Distribution Experiment
The first filter layer is the IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) official report for IPv4 Address Space. From that space report there are 65 /8 blocks that are reserved, 16 /8 blocks are used for multicast, 79 /8 blocks are given to RIR (regional Internet Registry), and others are for big companies and other organizations.
Secondly, within these /8 blocks that IANA allocate IP addresses to RIRs, many of them are not suballocate to certain country, which means there are some blocks that is not used and keep in RIRs.
The graph below shows IP address distribution from the IANA (in black line), country folder detection (in pink line), and sampling uniformed random IP addresses test2 till test4 (in yellow line, cyan line and purple line).
It is very clearly that all the country lines are within the region covered by the line of IANA. Also there are many gaps between the IANA line and the country lines, which show that many IP addresses are kept in RIR and not given to country yet. Compared country line of two detections, one can find that they have big difference in some areas. Detection method 2 finds more IP addresses than country folder method. In other regions, the two detection methods are more or less the same. The three test lines of detection method 2 appear similar in general. ip number that has a country number from random ip (test3) ip number that has a country number from random ip (test4) Graph 32: All IP address distribution
The IP addresses that given to the country may not be used all. It is common that an institute or a company only use part of the IP address block that they applied. Unfortunately, there is no way to detect the used IP addresses in a certain organization as it may interference the privacy and may lead to security problems. This is the third layer of filter.
Finally, the IP address that all have been used may not be used for web server. Many IP address are assigned for other purpose like mail server or database server. In addition, many IP addresses are given to PCs and laptops in a network or a wireless area. The way to detect web server IP address also use the sampling of 1000 uniformed random IP addresses.
The following graph shows four test results for server IP distribution. The fist one sampled 100 not uniformed random IP address within the country IP distribution. The result will be the percentages of web server multiplied with corresponding country IP numbers in that IP /8 block and it is shown in blue line. The following three test results (pink line, yellow line and cyan line) are by sampling 1000 uniform random IP addresses and picking the web server in. All of them look roughly the same there are still some places with server num = (detect num(J)/100)* country filter (test1) server num = (detect num(L)/1000)* IANA (test2) server num = (detect num(L)/1000)* IANA (test3) server num = (detect num(L)/1000)* IANA (test4)
Graph 33: HTTP host IP address distribution
Here is the graph that combined Graph 14 and 15 together to let users have a better overview of the IP address distribution. You can see that the server percentage is very small compared with the overall IP distribution. ip number that has a country number from random ip (test3) server num = (detect num(L)/1000)* IANA (test4) ip number that has a country number from random ip (test4)
Graph 34: Combined IP address distribution
Here is another graph shows the relation of the filter layer discussed above.
The small blue rectangle means sampled IP addresses.
Info And Pageprint Experiments
First Info and Pageprint experiment
The first experiment has five tests round. Each test round handled around 2000 Web pages. So in total 10,000 Web pages will be crawled.
Results of First Info and Pageprint experiment
There are 10119 URLs that have been tried to capture. 9122 URLs has been successfully downloaded and generated images and 997 URLs are error URLs that are not reachable. Within these 9122 URLs, 6561 of them are distinguishing URLs and 2647 of them have the same URL address with others. Moreover, there are 3554 URL data share the same host name with others and 5654 URLs has distinguish URL hosts. The average time cost is 3.5 hours for handling 1,000 URLs and totally it takes almost two days to finish (there is some break between every experiment). Obviously the result is far from good and the reason for this is that in first experiment, there is not checking with the URLs used in previous iterations. And as the next iteration will start with the URL list generated from the earlier iteration, recursive links phenomenon may exist. For example, in the iteration i, a URL j is the handled and one of the hyperlinks h(j) might be picked up for the next URL list. In iteration, h(j) is handled and very likely that there will be a hyperlinks that is picked up pointing to some other similar pages k. When iteration i is ended, the h(k) will be the next URL list to load. So in the next iteration i+2, the program will handle URL h(k) and there is quite a chance that h(k) will have a hyperlink pointing back to the original link j. If this situation goes for several thousand times, it is not surprised to find such redundancy in the first experiment.
Second Info and Pageprint experiment
In order to prevent such huge redundancy, there is a mechanism to load the previous URLs before managing the next iteration. The result is much better and even minimizes the redundancy to zero!
Results of Second Info and Pageprint experiment
See below for more details. The SUP remains the same but the IUP and IUHP increased a lot. Another change in the second experiment is that it also takes unsuccessful URL as a part of the information. Unsuccessful URL itself is a kind of information that needs to be recorded and compared with other normal data.
Platform
The software platform is Linux Ubuntu 6.10 with update package until 1st March, 2007. The hardware is a HP ze2000 laptop, 1.40GHz Celeron Intel CPU; 512M RAM (with 64M shared Graphic RAM, 471 real useable RAM); Realtek RTL8139/810x Family Fast Ethernet NIC network card. The network connection partly is from my dorm, and partly from Plexus Student Center.
Data Set
Each URL data includes four files: a HTML file including the HTML code; an info file including the information in the html file; an image file recording the snapshot of the page; a log file recording the log info about the process of generating the image file. Actually only the info file and the image file are the important files among these four files.
During the Generate Table Process, a table will 
CPU, RAM and Network status
During the running process of the info and pageprint program as well as generate table program, I record the status of CPU, RAM and Network.
For info and pageprint program, it does not require too much CPU time and RAM, although if the program runs for 6 or 7 hours, the RAM and the SWAP will be occupied fully sometimes. The CPU sometimes goes to the peak but it is fluctuating all the time with a direct ratio with Network status. When you take a look at the command window where the detail status of the program will show up, you will find that it is the time the program generating the image that reach the peak. As the program frequently check the URL info file, image file and then save the data into table file, it has many I/O process with it takes RAM. From the graph, the CPU suddenly jump to a high level and keeps at the high level until the end of the process. On the other hand, the memory gradually reaches the peak and keeps at the peak for a period of time. Then it suddenly drops to normal again at the end. Due to the high CPU and memory requirement for this process, PHP wrappers that execute the process with a break between each other is made. Graph 9 shows the details (the upper graph is CPU history and lower is RAM history, the purple one stands for user memory and the green one stands for SWAP history). The Graph 13 shows the improved version. In this graph, the memory keeps almost the same while CPU reaches some peaks. The reason is the same as Graph 11. There are three main types cluster methods in SPSS: Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, K-means Cluster Analysis and Two-Step Cluster Analysis. In our experiment, Two-Step Custer analysis as a first try and K-means Cluster Analysis as the second try are used.
Results of First Info and Pageprint experiment data
The first Info and Pageprint experiment data (9125 URLs) with Two-Step Analysis method with all variables: both info and image variables. See table below. 
Results of Second Info and Pageprint experiment data
The second Info and Pageprint experiment data (1030 URLs) with Two-Step Analysis method with all variables: both info and image variables. See table below. One should notice that these result may change if the order of the case changes. As mentioned before, the order of initial cluster centre will affect the results in both Two-step method and K-means method. So the result here is the average result of the total experiment results.
Analysis on the first and second combined dataset with two-step method
The result of two-step method with all variables as continuous variables is only two clusters. The variable importance plot is as below: In other words, pages from cluster 1 are mainly small pages with colorful or gloomy images and few words, while cluster 2 contains pages with bigger size and more text inside. 
Analysis on the combined dataset with kmeans method
History Comparison Experiment
The Comparison Data
There is a comparison experiment with the data in section 6.1, which means testing the URLs 3 month later. The old test was taken in the mid of March and the new test was taken at the end of June.
The first step is to combine the info_log from the old test folder. After that info_log 
Comparison Result
info_log file comparison
When comparing with two info_log files, the result is the table below: In the able, suc2others means the URL result changes from successful to other results, errorload2other means a change from errorolad to 2 other results and errorurlgroup2others means a change from errorurlgroup to other results.
The table shows that there is no big change in the website status of those URLs; let"s take a look at the real contents.
Multiple feature comparison
The comparison is between IP_Table1_1+2_part and IP_Table_1-10155_2.dat. The total compared URL The "html length", "load time", "link number" "image number"change (37.3%, 83.77%, 34.64% and 37.6%) shows that there are quite big (around 36%) changes in the real text content of the Web pages within these three months. However, "form number", "table number", "applet number", "embed number" and "frame nmber" shows that the structure of the Web page stays almost the same (around 10%).
On the other hand, when taking a look at the image feature of a Web page, there are big changes in it. On average there are around 80% of changes in the "min point", "max value", "hist8_0" and so on. This means that the layout (color) in the website have changed more rapid than the text content.
Googlemap Experiment
There are also some experiment which use Google Map API functions. The experiments use the data in ftp://medialab.liacs.nl/home/baoeni/billy_IP/T8_10000 000_Detect5/B_InfoPagePrint folder. There are 17035 unit data (Web page HTML, info and image file). 
Google Map Experiment Result
Conclusions And Future Work
Conclusions
The results are very promising. It shows that there is big difference among the images grabbed from various categories of the web pages. Some of them focus on text (blog, news, forums) and others on images (personal websites, commercial websites). Some pages tend to be very colorful and some are simple and smooth. All those image features give us some hint about the content of the page. It proofs that the image of the page is important information and should be used just like the text in the HTML code. At some level it is even more essential to have the snapshot of an image rather that the source code of the page as the source code is not readable or needs parsing it.
Future work
This project shows that the concept of sampling the web based on its visual contents is very promising, and can be used in many ways. It can cache a representative sample of the Web or a particular part of the Web (a country or an area) within a period. In this way, people get insight into the evolution of the Web and even predict the future website"s look.
Besides the histogram and block type we used in the image process now, we can add other image feature extractions like texture or shape detection to help the image and text detection. Also we can find out the real content of multimedia data in the page rather than look at the profound source code.
The current random IP addresses detection function still need to be improved. More accurate web server IP address sampling is needed to be able to have statistically significant results.
Finally, some future work has to be done with respect to the modulization, efficiency and performance of the program. In order to maximize the performance, a new for parallel process has to be in place with the remaining future work.
